IS YOUR SLAB & TILE
CONTRACTOR

THE RIGHT FIT?
When it comes to planning a kitchen or bath remodel, choosing a slab & tile contractor can be
overwhelming. You may be tempted to pick one randomly, just to avoid the hassle. But, if you’ve
done a remodel before, you know that your contractor can make or break the project. And making a
change to your home is a big investment of your time, money and emotions. So you want to know
the contractor you pick can do it right and make the process smooth and easy.
We’ve developed 5 critical criteria to help you clarify your decision, including specific questions you can ask yourself to
determine if your contractor is right for you.
CRITERIA #1 CONFIDENCE IN CRAFT
Did your contractor review your intake information beforehand, and understand your vision during the first
meeting? Were they comfortable and confident talking about their process and how they could help you?
CRITERIA #2 EASE OF COMMUNICATION
Did they make you feel comfortable and at ease during the first meeting? Did they show curiousity and
focus on you? Or did they spend most of the time talking about themselves?
CRITERIA #3 UNDERSTANDING
Did they make it easy for you to share important details and specifics of your project? Did they ask thoughtful
questions and ask you to elaborate to clarify your vision? Did they try and talk you out of an idea because it
would be “too hard”?
CRITERIA #4 EXPERTISE
Did they listen to your hopes and goals for the project and offer design suggestions for how the project could be
improved? Did they educate you on materials and processes that you left feeling more informed and at ease?
CRITERIA #5 PROJECT MANAGEMENT SKILLS
Did they ask if you had any questions on process, or discuss next steps with you? If the project required
connecting with another contractor, did they confidently recommend one? Did you feel confident you could ask
them questions at any point in time?
We’re stone & slab specialists, but we’ve collaborated with many other contractors over the years. And experience has shown us
that finding a contractor who understands your goals, communicates clearly, and has proven experience with your specific needs
is key to success. That’s why at Artistic Stone Design, we’ve handpicked our “clients only” network of contractors--so no matter
how big the project, the process is easy and the outcome exceptional.
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